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Implementing the National Planning Policy Framework

– “The purpose of the planning system is to contribute to the achievement 
of sustainable development”  (NPPF paragraph 6)

– Is sustainable development possible without sustainable buildings?



Achieving sustainable development

– “...to achieve sustainable development, economic, social and 

environmental gains should be sought jointly and simultaneously 

through the planning system”

National Planning Policy Framework, March 2012, paragraph 8



NPPF and the role of the 
local plan
Greg Clark, in response to a question 

in the House of Commons about 
the role of the local plan

– “proposed developments that 

accord with the plan should be 

approved, and those that do not 

should be refused”

Hansard, 27 March 2012, column 1350



Localism rules?

“...part of the purpose of our 

reforms is to move away from the 

situation in which decisions taken 

locally are overturned by the 

Planning Inspectorate. I have made 

that very clear to the inspectorate”

Greg Clark in debate on NPPF

Hansard 24 April 2012 Column 915



...or does it?  Planning Inspectorate model policy



Local Plan is key

– Legal duties

– Must contribute to 

• achievement of sustainable development [S39 2004 Planning and Compulsory 

Purchase Act]

• mitigation of and adaptation to climate change [S19 of P&CP Act, as amended by 

S182 of 2008 Planning Act]

– Use proportionate evidence base

– Ensure viability and deliverability



UK Climate Change Risk Assessment [DEFRA 2012]



NPPF and viability
– Greg Clark, in response to a 

question in the House of Commons 
as to whether or not “company 
profits will... be prioritised above 
high environmental standards”

– “No, they will not be. Nothing that 

is unsustainable can override 

that fact by using the viability 

test. That is for local plan makers 

and local councillors to 

determine.”

Hansard, 27 March 2012, column1344



Viability testing of local plans 
– Harman review
– Looks at viability of overall plan rather than 

individual sites

– Collaborative exercise

– Consider cumulative impact e.g. standards, 
CIL

– Skills gaps, especially in LPAs?

– Does not appear to address economic 
costs of e.g. failure to address climate 
change mitigation and adaptation c.p. Stern

– PINS have “welcomed”

– Watch this space...



Opportunities and Costs



Policy approaches

– Planning Policy Wales: new non-residential development over 1,000 

sq.m. to achieve equivalent of BREEAM excellent on energy

– Energy Saving Trust support this type of approach rather than Merton 

style rule



Energy Saving Trust recommendations



Planning and Climate Change Coalition Guidance





Committee on Climate Change report, May 2012

“Planning. Local authorities’ planning functions are a key lever in reducing 
emissions and adapting localities to a changing climate.” 

– energy efficient buildings

– reduce transport emissions 

– encourage renewable energy

– infrastructure e.g. district heating, green infrastructure, SuDS 

– avoid increasing risk to climate change impacts

“How local authorities can reduce emissions and manage climate risk”

Committee on Climate Change  May 2012 Summary Report



Case Study - North Northamptonshire

– “Residential units to be delivered 2008-2012 will meet 
the Code for Sustainable Homes (CSH) Level 3 as a 
minimum; those delivered 2013-2015 will meet the 
CSH Code Level 4 as a minimum; and those delivered 
from 2016 onwards will meet the CSH Code Level 6 as 
a minimum.” 

North Northamptonshire Joint Planning Unit, 
Adopted Core Strategy Policy 14



Case Study – Stockton on Tees

– All new non-residential developments will be 
completed to a Building Research Establishment 
Environmental Assessment Method (BREEAM) of ‘very 
good’ up to 2013 and thereafter a minimum rating of 
‘excellent’.

Stockton on Tees Borough Council 
Core Strategy Policy 3

Adopted March 2010



Bristol City Council – Adopted Core Strategy (June 2011)

– Policy BCS15 (extract)
– For major development and development for health or 

education uses, the Sustainability Statement should include 
a BREEAM and/or Code for Sustainable Homes 
assessment. Additionally, in the case of a super-major 
development, a BREEAM for Communities assessment will 
be required.

– From 2016 residential development will be expected to meet 
Level 6 of the Code for Sustainable Homes. For non-
residential development, also from 2016, a BREEAM 
“Excellent” rating will be expected.



Core strategy or SPD?

“Any additional development plan documents should only be used where 
clearly justified.” (NPPF para 153)

May be influenced by:

– Extent to which local plan is up to date and consistent with NPPF

– Need for SPD e.g. did core strategy rely on elements of RSS policy?

– Stage in the process

– Resources

– Political ambitions





Birmingham City Council: Places for the Future SPD



Case study – LB Sutton

– new housing – Code level 4 from 2011

– residential conversions and changes of use - BREEAM Eco-

Homes (or equivalent) ‘very good’ from 2011 and ‘excellent’ from 

2014

– major nonresidential developments  - BREEAM (or equivalent) 

‘excellent’ from 2011 and ‘outstanding’ from 2017

– Development Management  Development Plan Document - adopted March 2012



Further information

– BREEAM and local planning

– http://www.breeam.org/page.jsp?id=268

– Examples of local plan policies, conditions and appeal decisions 
• – contributions welcome

– Contact: cousinsc@bre.co.uk

http://www.breeam.org/page.jsp?id=268
mailto:cousinsc@bre.co.uk


Gail Mayhew
Working Capital

Beyond Localism:
Delivering Smart Growth
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Research Context

• Valuing Sustainable Urbanism, 
The Prince’s Foundation for the 
Built Environment with Savills

• Delivering Sustainable Urbanism 
– A Strategic Land Investment 
Model, The Prince’s Foundation 
for the Built Environment with 
Knight Frank

• Blueprint for a Green Economy

The Quality of Life Commission

• The Urban Design Compendium

English Partnerships
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Working Capital

• Action based think tank bringing together a 
range of professional firms with a real estate 
experience and expertise to create market 
driven solutions to property market 
challenges.

• Village Growth Model / Fund

• Retail Renaissance Fund

• GROW!

• Smart Growth UK
29



Sustainable development : 
The Challenges

• Economic

• Housing

• Social Cohesion

• Environment

Growth at all costs will be more 
expensive in the long run

30



NPPF – ‘Sustainable development’

• ‘sustainable means ensuring that better lives 
for ourselves don’t mean worse lives for 
future generations’

• ‘development means growth..’

• ‘sustainable development is about change for 
the better, and not only in our built 
environment.’
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A new narrative: Smart Growth

• Origins in US where extreme sprawl has 
accelerated the need to confront how 
sustainability can be supported by smart 
decision-making on land use, transport and 
infrastructure.

• Smart Growth potentially reconciles the 
seemingly conflicting imperatives of economic 
growth; increased housing delivery and 
environmental protection.

32



Objectives of Smart Growth

• Optimisation of investment (both public & 
private)

• Value for money

• Achievement resource  efficiencies

• The creation of optimal leverage, of 
public/private investment

• Transparency /accountability in decision-
making

33



Smart Growth: Characteristics

- Mixed uses 
- Compact and 

connected
- Mixed tenure
- Walkable/public 

transport access
- Quality landscape / 

green 
infrastructure

- Local economic 
capture / place 
competitive
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Non-financial benefits of Smart Growth 

• Better health
outcomes

• Reduced crime

• Social cohesion

• Reduced carbon 
emissions/

• Environmental 
benefits

• Place -
competitiveness

35



Smart Growth = Added Value

36



Smart Growth in action

Smart Growth tests:
– Location Efficiency

– Accessibility

– Land Use Efficiency

– Infrastructure Efficiency

– Economic Efficiency

37



Smart, Competitive, Compact

38
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A Local Authority’s approach to the 
NPPF

Oxfordshire County Council

Lois Partridge MSc MRTPI



Context

• NPPF published March 2012
• OCC is minerals and waste planning 

authority, waste disposal authority, 
highway authority

• Consultee on strategic applications and 
preparation of District LDFs

40



Overview of impacts of NPPF
• In general, few direct changes to OCC, 

with exception of minerals planning role
• Indirect impact of:

– emphasis on economic development 
– ‘duty to cooperate’
– Importance of up to date plans

41



Presumption in favour of sustainable 
development :

Economic development

42

NPPF Para 7:’Contributing to building a strong, responsive and competitive 

economy’
Arguably, NPPF strengthens 
OCC’s role in:
• Economic strategy 

development
• Implementation of 

infrastructure provision



Strategy development
• LTP 3 sets out priority transport schemes
• Oxfordshire SPIP: forum for liaison on spatial 

planning, economic development, housing, 
transport, and infrastructure issues. 

• Member of Oxfordshire LEP
– Led by businesses, academia eg Universities, high 

tech industries, research and development, motor 
sports

– Increase inward investment
– Improve infrastructure
– Enable improved access to finance
– Improve skills
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Master planning; working with Districts & 
developers

Physical infrastructure

• Plan for transport infrastructure to 
enable delivery of planned housing 
and economic development
– Public transport provision
– New roads/junctions
– Cycle and foot paths
– Traffic management schemes

44



Master planning; working with Districts & 
developers

Social and community infrastructure

• Education provision
• Extra care housing
• Adult learning
• Day care
• Disability services
• Early intervention ‘hubs’

45

NPPF para 7:‘supporting strong, vibrant and healthy communities…with accessible 
local services that reflect the community’s needs and support its health, social and 
cultural well being.’



Master planning: working with districts & 
developers

Climate change

• Green & blue infrastructure
• Provision of open space
• Habitat creation
• Flood Risk strategy

46

NPPF para 99: Local Plans should take account of climate change over the longer 
term, including factors such as flood risk, water supply and changes to biodiversity and 
landscape.



CIL
Para 175: ‘Where possible, CIL charges should be worked up and tested alongside the 
Local Plan’

47

Implications for OCC:
• Opportunity for OCC to work with Districts to 

inform and respond to viability of their CIL 
charging schedules

• s.106 agreements currently managed by 
OCC, CIL managed by districts; mechanism 
for transfer 



Duty to Cooperate

• Positively prepared: objective assessment of 
infrastructure requirements

• Justified: most appropriate strategy
• Deliverable in plan period, based on effective joint 

working
• Consistent with national policy

48

LPAs need to demonstrate plans are:

Para 178: ‘Public bodies have a duty to cooperate on planning issues that cross 
administrative boundaries, particularly those which relate to strategic priorities’



Duty to cooperate

• Transport infrastructure
• Education
• Waste management
• Climate change mitigation & adaptation
• Flood risk
• Conservation & enhancement of natural 

& historic environment

49

Strategic priorities listed in NPPF para 156, relevant to 
OCC are:

Districts and OCC have responsibility to 
work with other authorities to meet the 
DTC in these policy areas:



Minerals Planning
• OCC the Mineral Planning Authority 

(MPA) for Oxfordshire
• NPPF requirement to plan for 

steady and adequate supply of 
aggregates by producing a Local 
Aggregates Assessment: an annual 
assessment based on rolling 
average of 10 years’ sales data

• NPPF requirement for MPA to 
participate in Aggregate Working 
Party
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Summary

• NPPF has multiple indirect impacts, particularly:
– Duty to achieve sustainable development
– Duty to work with other authorities on a range 

of planning issues
– Change in method of calculating primary 

aggregates requirements
• More specific impacts likely to become apparent 

as case law established
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Questions?

52
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Break until 14:30
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Best practice in community engagement
Mindy Hadi
BRE Sustainable Communities Team



What does the NPPF say

Pre-application engagement  and front loading
– Early engagement has significant potential to improve 

the efficiency and effectiveness of the planning 
application system for all parties. 

– Good quality pre-application discussion enables better 
coordination between public and private resources and 
improved outcomes for the community.

– Local planning authorities  should ... encourage any 
applicants who are not already required to do so by 
law to engage with the local community before 
submitting their applications.



BREEAM

– BREEAM 2011: MAN 4 Stakeholder participation
– 1 Credit for consultation with all relevant parties and 

relevant bodies

– Green Print: Objective C2
– To promote community involvement in the design of 

the development

– BREEAM Communities: Community ownership
– Addresses community involvement in decision 

making 



– No definition in the NPPF glossary

– Terms tend to be used interchangeably

– Community engagement
– Public Consultation
– Communication
– Dialogue
– Community Participation
– Public involvement

So what is community engagement? 



Working Definitions

– Communication is the provision and exchange of 
information 

– Consultation is a process of jointly examining and 
discussing issues of mutual concern, through seeking 
acceptable solutions to problems. Consultation 
involves actively meeting and taking account of views 
before making a decision.

– Engagement is the process of working collaboratively 
to build agreement around issues. It puts local people 
at the centre of the process ensuring communities are 
empowered

– Participation: Community decides how they want to 
develop and has control over the decision-making 
process



Communication continuum

Letter     e-mail phone lecture face to face conversation     shared experience

Poorest Richest

Lengel 1983

Communication Consultation Engagement Participation  e-mail
phone lecture face to face conversation     shared experience

Lengel 1983



Working with the Community

– Research for DTI on the impacts of 6 major developments 
around the UK
– Christchurch Junior school
– Nottingham Ice Centre 
– Safeway, Stratford
– Calderdale Royal Hospital
– Shiel Park  Liverpool
– Tesco, Beverley

– Focus groups and interviews with local residents and businesses

– Best practice guidance for developers and contractors

– Improving community relations 



Positive aspects of new developments

– Generally welcomed

– Improvements to the local area

– New, visually pleasing amenities

– Benefits to local business

– Job opportunities

– Regeneration and increased status



Community concerns 

– Parking problems

– Reduced access routes

– Increase in traffic

– Loss of facilities for local people

– Increased noise and disturbance

– Loss of views and local landmarks

– Changes in neighbourhood ‘feel’

– Final plans or development different from what was expected

Perceived lack of communication and consideration



The other point of view

– Developers had often taken action
– Phone numbers displayed
– Letters
– Exhibitions

– Meetings often poorly attended

– Vociferous minority

– Gaps in expectations
– Face to face contact vs written media
– Catchment area
– Continuing involvement vs one off

– Not experts in the field 

– Need for a consultation strategy or plan



Centre of Refurbishment Excellence (CoRE)
– Partnership between

– BRE

– Stoke-on-Trent College

– Stoke-on-Trent City Council

– Building functions

– New Education Building

– A “living” demonstrator and business incubator hub

– Space for exhibitions, conferences and meetings







CoRE and sustainability

• National showcase for sustainable refurbishment

• Opportunity to demonstrate best practice in all aspects of the project including 
community engagement

• BRE team worked with Stoke Council to develop
• Engagement strategy
• Consultation plan
• Engagement activities including DQI workshops



Objectives of strategy

– To identify all project stakeholders (community and 
project end users) and encourage their involvement 

– To ensure that the stakeholders are fully informed 
about the project

– To provide multiple opportunities for on-going dialogue 
with the stakeholders

– To build trust and positive relationships with members 
of the local community 



Consultation planning
– On-going activity beginning at the earliest stages of a 

project and continuing into occupation and beyond, 

– Highlights ways of communicating with stakeholders 
and keeping them informed about the progress of the 
project. 

– Includes provision of feedback to consultees

– Dynamic document, that evolved as the project 
progresses and discussed as an agenda item at 
project meetings 

– Nominates a key person with overall responsibility for 
the consultation strategy and plan



Consultation plan



DQI (Design Quality Indicator) workshops

– Involved a wide range of stakeholders – clients, end 
users, members of the local community and design 
and construction professionals

– Workshops at three stages of the project

– Opportunity to view the designs, question the projects 
team and make suggestions

– Feedback provided to manage expectations  



Benefits of working with the community

– Managing expectations by ensuring that people fully 
understand the nature of the project and the likely 
impacts and benefits it may bring

– Promoting community confidence by demonstrating 
openness and transparency

– Ensuring operational efficiency by recognising and 
addressing any community concerns at an early stage 
thus reducing time and expense spent in dealing with 
complaints and appeals

– Enhancing design quality by incorporating the 
knowledge, views and concerns of end users and the 
local community



Do’s and don’ts

Do
– Use the personal touch 

eg home visits

– Start as early as 
possible 

– Involve as wide a range 
of stakeholders as 
possible

– Use a variety of media 
and methods

– Use an independent 
facilitator

Don’t
– Use technical jargon or talk 

down to people

– Think just anyone can do it

– Try to keep secrets

– Have a contact number that 
isn’t answered

– Leave it to the residents to 
initiate meetings

– Forget the silent majority



Thank you

Enquiries:
Mindy Hadi: 01023 664169
hadim@bre.co.uk

mailto:hadim@bre.co.uk
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• OurEnterprise CIC is a social enterprise development and investment 
company, sponsoring community led regeneration schemes where we 
enable community organiations to be their own developer and set their 
own priorities and objectives 

• We focus on creating collaborations among impact investors to make 
our schemes socially and economically sustainable whilst capacity 
building localism groups to be investment ready and professionally 
supported

• Our Flagship project is Royal Haslar which we purchased from the MoD 
in 2009 where we are creating the UK’s first young veterans 
rehabilitation community with a strong social enterprise led agenda



Our Social impact ambitions are focused on 3 key areas: 

1) Rehabilitating young veterans who suffer from mental health, 
housing and employment challenges by creating infrastructure, 
training and jobs to meet their needs on all the schemes that we do

1) Structuring our regeneration schemes to actively target and solve 
local problems around NEET’s, Homelessness, employment and skills, 
housing and shelter

1) Creating wealth and assets that stay within the community by using 
asset locked company structures and the localism bill to best effect
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Royal Haslar key features:  

• The bid to purchase this prestigious site from the Ministry of Defence 
was sponsored by OurEnterprise CIC which secured an Impact investor, 
lead the bid process and negotiations with the MoD and pioneered an 
innovative “social overage” model which proved a winning formula in 
getting a deal done

• Our competition for this bid was from traditional property developers 
who wished to demolish large parts of this historic site and turn it into 
yet more flats with no community facilities and no social vision

• We bid with the community groups that fought the sale of the site –
The Save Haslar Task Force had over 20,000 members and had a 12 year 
battle with the Ministry of Defence. 
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• Our approach allowed the community groups to lead the new 
Masterplan and express what uses they wanted to see for the site and its 
development  

• Out of this process came a desire to establish a centre to tackle the 
issue of young veterans rehabilitation with a focus on social enterprise 
job creation, specialist housing and care

• The impact investor enabled the community to have a real say in how 
this major local asset is developed going forward and funded the 
extensive consultation process and work needed to make this happen

• The social vision has also been successful in attracting high quality 
private and commercial operators and profit from the site will be re-
invested into the veterans social enterprise activity and housing 
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• We are leading a bid with the Wilton Community Land Trust to acquire  
an MoD site in Wiltshire with BRE involved as a delivery partner

•The community has a desire for a sustainability flagship with visitors 
centre, business units and both affordable and private housing 
developed to a high sustainability standard

•There will be community owned assets and the Trust will have a direct 
role in the implementation, management and ownership of the site and 
the delivery of both the development and the social regeneration

•We are putting professional support and investment behind this 
scheme
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The Future:

• OurEnterprise is determined to secure greater community 
participation, management and ownership of regeneration schemes, 
particularly when the asset emanates from a public sector asset disposal 
so that wealth from these assets stays in the community and creates a 
platform to solve local social problems with local people and create 
wealth at local level

• We are establishing a dedicated Social Regeneration Fund with a clear 
investment strategy aligned to strong social outcomes will create a new 
force for good in UK regeneration
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Matthew Bell 

07932667092 
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Part of the BRE Trust

GreenPrint - Maximising a sites’ potential
Karen Young



What is GreenPrint?

An consultancy tool

• Assists design teams in developing 
sustainable masterplans

• Encourages developers / LPA’s to improve 
sustainability credentials of their projects

• Can be used as a dialogue tool between 
developers, LPA’s and communities

• Bespoke and flexible, yet credible.





Assessing different masterplans
From this…. …to this

CLIMATE CHANGE

COMMUNITY TRANSPORT

ECOLOGY

BUSINESS

PLACEMAKING

RESOURCESBUILDINGS

CLIMATE CHANGE

RESOURCES

TRANSPORT

ECOLOGY

BUSINESS

PLACEMAKING

COMMUNITY

BUILDINGS

GreenPrint Rating ”Good” GreenPrint Rating ”Excellent”



Stakeholder workshops



GreenPrint Case Study Matrix
Name Project 

Duration
Client Type Project Type Output Scale

Varvsstaden 
Malmo, SE

Ongoing Developer Mixed use BREEAM: 
Communities

Block scale

Beijing, China Ongoing Developer Park GreenPrint Large new 
site

Masthusen 
Malmo, SE

6 months Developer Mixed Use BREEAM:
Communities

Block scale

Surbiton, UK 9 months Developer Mixed Use, 
floating

GreenPrint Block scale

Al Ain, UAE 6 months Government Residential Ass. Guidance City scale

Innovation Park, 
UK

2 months Corporate Showcase
campus

GreenPrint 15 units

Napier Park, UK 3 months Investor Mixed Use GreenPrint Medium 
scale

Shannon, Ireland 4 months Investor Commercial GreenPrint Medium 
scale

Sherford, UK 6 months Developer Residential 
exemplar

GreenPrint Urban 
extension



Benefits to the Masterplanning Process
• Addresses sustainability early in the process

• Demonstrates Sustainable Development credentials to planning officers

• Could add value to saleable properties

• Inclusive & dynamic

• Bespoke to the site 

• Can be used as a public consultation tool

• Complements BREEAM and Code

• Outcomes rather than ‘outputs’ 

• Evidence based / robust criteria

• Independent and impartial assessment

• GreenPrint Score and Rating gives confidence



Other options to support LPA’s and Developers

– Local Plan Assessment Tools
– Identify level of risk
– Useful in consultation
– Gap analysis and prioritisation
– Plan development



Sherford: undertaking GreenPrint

Overcoming the challenges of a 12,000 pop. urban extension and cross 
boundary authorities.

Courtesy of Red Tree Homes



GreenPrint drew together key policy objectives from a wide range of 
stakeholders including:

– Plymouth city council

– South Hams district council

– Devon county council

– Red Tree LLP

– Devon Sustainable Building Initiative

– Environment Agency

– Exeter University

– RegenSW

...into a bespoke sustainability assessment framework with relevant 
objectives and benchmarks.



Key objectives included, amongst others:

– 75% of dwellings to be within 200m of green space

– All dwellings within 400m of a public transport node

– Permeable and legibly pedestrian and cyclist realm

– All dwellings to be 500m from key amenities

– BREEAM / CSH 'Excellent'

– Community ownership / Management

BRE's facilitated workshops and 'critical friend' consultancy helped 
steer the design team toward maximising the sites sustainability 
potential and as such meet the GreenPrint objectives 

Courtesy of Red Tree Homes



Sherfords proposals now comprise:

– 5500 new homes –including private /  affordable / shared ownership 

– 3 new primary schools

– 1 new secondary school

– 200 ha community park, 4 ha of allotments, 70 ha woodland + more

– 2 wind turbines

– Funding to support the first years operation of a community trust

– All dwellings connected to pedestrian / cycle infrastructure 

– A park and ride service and funding towards a car club



Independent BRE assessment of the planning proposals  against 
GreenPrint resulted in 85%, the project is therefore an 'Exemplar'

2009 Plymouth City Council and South Hams District Council resolved to 
grant planning permission for Sherford. 

S106 and conditions due to be signed this summer with first construction 
phase starting 2013.

“…to have a rigorous and clearly structured matrix that evaluates the implied 
outcome is vital. The GreenPrint process provides this tool…

The GreenPrint process has helped steer the development of strategy at 
Sherford, has acted as a great benchmarking tool and thereby enhanced 
comparative evaluation. We would recommend that all developers submit 
themselves to the process as an innately good disciple to inform good design 
and planning.”

James Koe, Red Tree



A Passivhaus may be defined as a building in which a 
comfortable internal temperature is achieved solely by 

heating or cooling the fresh air that is introduced in 
order to meet the occupants’ ventilation requirements

Energy Efficiency               Thermal Comfort

http://www.passivhaustagung.de/Passive_House_E/passivehouse_defi
nition.html

What is Passivhaus?

http://www.passivhaustagung.de/Passive_House_E/passivehouse_defi


Passivhaus principles

The reduction of the heating demand to the point where a traditional 
heating system is no longer required…

Means the typical features of a Passivhaus are :
– Super-insulated
– Minimized thermal bridging (ideally eliminate!)
– Extremely airtight building envelope
– Mechanical ventilation with heat recovery (MVHR)
– Triple-glazed windows, largely south oriented
– High thermal comfort

Passivhaus dwellings do not need to differ aesthetically from 
conventional dwellings



How low?

Energy:

Space heating demand <15kWh/m2/annum

Heating load <10W/m2

Primary energy: <120 kWh/m2/annum

Comfort:

Airtightness <0.6 ACH @ 50Pa

Overheating <10% over 25°C
Window surface >17°C



Why PassivHaus?

– High quality air 

– Can heat solely via the air 

– Even without heating, won’t drop below 160C on the 
coldest winter day

– Smaller (and potentially cheaper) heating system and 
renewable energy systems

– Lower fuel bills



Ventilation

•As air-tightness is so 
high, MVHR is essential
•Supply air >17°C
•Pre-heating of supply air
•PHI certified unit



Compact services units

Integrated 
ventilation (MVHR),
heating and  
domestic hot 
water.



Ebbw Vale – ‘Hwylus Haus’ @ The Works

• The design won the ‘Welsh PassivHaus’ competition 
(2009) - Completion summer 2010 

• Re-development of former steelworks site 
• Two 3-bed houses
• Timber frame construction

Certified as a ‘Quality 
Assured’ PassivHaus



Canolfan Hyddgen, offices and education centre

• BREEAM Excellent and 
Passivhaus certification

• First completed Project in the 
UK (2009)

• Training, education and 
customer service centre in 
North Wales

• BREEAM Welsh 2009 awards
• Co-funded by Welsh 

Assembly Government’s 
Pathfinder programme and 
Powys County Council

• 1st building in the public 
sector to be certified by the 
PassivHaus Institute in the 
UK

Certified as a ‘Quality 
Assured’ PassivHaus



Thank you for attending!

Twitter: www.twitter.com/passivhausuk
Website: www.passivhaus.org.uk
Email helpline: passivhaus@bre.co.uk
Phone helpline: +44 (0) 845 873 5552
LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/in/passivhausuk

http://www.twitter.com/passivhausuk
http://www.passivhaus.org.uk
mailto:passivhaus@bre.co.uk
http://www.linkedin.com/in/passivhausuk

